
Chica, walking down the street
a song by Alan Smith Robertson

https://youtu.be/46jHdU2q-CA (youtube)
https://sptfy.es/chica (spotify)

Look at the list of verbs below. What part of the body do we associate with each action?

bite, breathe, cry, eat, fall, feel, hear, hit, hold, jump, kill, listen, look, make, point,
run, say, sit, smell, smile, stand, stutter, talk, taste, touch, walk, watch & wave.

If you can't think of a body part, choose one from the list below:

brain, ears, eyes, fingers, hands, legs, mouth, nose, teeth & tongue

Listen to the song and put some of the verbs above into the correct gaps.
Sometimes you may need to put the verb into the 3rd person singular.

Chorus
Chica.1 walking .down the street, she's so fine
Chica looking like a queen, make me want to 2_____________
Chica appearing in my dreams, she's all mine 
Chica walking down the street, 3_____________ me every time

Verse 1
When I 4_____________ up to her
Man, she 5_____________ so sweet
When she 6_____________ back at me
I 7_____________ down to my knees

Chorus

Verse 2
Oh man but...
When I try to 8_____________, I,
No, I cannot 9_____________
And I start to 10_____________
I 11_____________ my body freeze

Chorus

Verse 3
So I cannot 12_____________ her, she's
way out of my league
And all I can do is 13_____________ her
As she disappears

We have five senses. Can you match each one to a part of the body?

sight, sound, smell, taste, touch 
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Chica, walking down the street
a song by Alan Smith Robertson to practise body movements & actions in the ESL classroom

https://youtu.be/46jHdU2q-CA (youtube)
https://sptfy.es/chica (spotify)

Look at the list of verbs below. What part of the body do we associate with each action?
The answers provided here are simply suggestions

bite (mouth/teeth), breathe (mouth/nose), cry (eyes), eat (mouth), fall (legs/body), 
feel (fingers), hear (ears), hit (hand), hold (hand), jump (legs), kill (brain, hand), 
listen (ears), look (eyes), make (hand), point (fingers), run (legs), say, (mouth/tongue)
sit (legs/bottom?), smell (nose), smile (mouth), stand (legs), stutter (mouth/tongue), 
talk (mouth), taste (tongue), touch (fingers), walk (legs), watch (eyes) & wave (hand).

If you can't think of a body part, choose one from the list below:

brain, ears, eyes, fingers, hands, legs, mouth, nose, teeth & tongue

Listen to the song and put some of the verbs above into the correct gaps.
Sometimes you may need to put the verb into the 3rd person singular.

Chorus
Chica.1 walking .down the street, she's so fine
Chica looking like a queen, make me want to 2 cry 
Chica appearing in my dreams, she's all mine 
Chica walking down the street, 3 kill  me every time

Verse 1
When I 4 walk  up to her
Man, she 5 smells  so sweet
When she 6 smiles  back at me
I 7 fall  down to my knees

Chorus

Verse 2
Oh man but...
When I try to 8 talk , I,
No, I cannot 9 breathe 
And I start to 10 stutter 
I 11 feel  my body freeze

Chorus

Verse 3
So I cannot 12 touch  her, she's
way out of my league
And all I can do is 13 watch  her
As she disappears

We have five senses. Can you match 
each one to a part of the body?

sight -  eyes
sound -  ears
smell -  nose
taste -  tongue
touch -  fingers/hands
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